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Foreword 
by Robert Venturi 

This is a work that is broad in scope and profound, con
sisting of Rifat Chadirji's original kind of graphic cata

logue raisonne of his own buildings and projects spanning 
sixteen years of a distinguished and significant architectural 
practise in Iraq and elsewhere in the Middle East. It contains 
as well a treatise describing a cultural and architectural crisis 
that exists in Iraq and other parts of the developing world. 
This crisis, as analysed, involves juxtapositions of technolo
gies and symbols and forms that are basic to architecture 
and have become diverse and contradictory in ways unprece
dented in history. This analy is Chadirji pre enrs inci ively 
and poignantly as a part of his experience and a manifesta
tion of his commitment to his own world. But a it turns 
out, his analysis appears applicable in many way to the rest 
of the world- to the so-called \Ve tern world which i mine. 
as well a to the so-called developing world which i hi . 
For this reason it i a work which i revealing and compelling 
and in the end univer ally significant as architectural criti

cism of our time. 

This is becau e the comple'<ity of clashing culture rhat 
affects the art of the developing world-culture ~ th,1t .ire old 
and new, craft and technology, of the in ide and from the 
out ide, evolutionary and revolutiorntry, tr.1dirional and 
modern, c oteric and popular-the cla -hing of diver e te~h
nologie , divergent ta te ·, and contradictor} value and .1 ·p1-
ration rhat are characteristic ot the le\'el(.)ping \\Orld-.1lL 
correspond in m.111y way · co the , ioknt j u,tapo -irion ,1n i 
oppositions that com po ·e tht: divece ,1nd \'obtik culrur of 
the \Vest. Do not the compelling e,pre ion. ot nat,011.11 .rnd 
religious heritage within the culture , ot tht' den.'lopmg wort .l 
pa r~1lkl the so-called cnltur,11 pluralism embr.1 ·ed m the 
\'Vest? The complc" rd.1tionsh1p: ot fine .ut .rnd p•)pubr ,ut 



h.1n• ref b1.-eJ v·imple Ji:tin "tlons bt:rweeu ,lrl$t0 'f:ltic ~rnd 
h lk .1rt m the \,~.·t .. mi ~on, pts im h·inc'" a rel.ltivit • of 
r:.i:tl" ,mJ .1 diwrsity \,f t.1 te ~ulture - h:m.~ promoted cthn i • 
iivcrstty in uur hfe-s~ k, .md edr ticism in our .. lr"hitedure
,rn c ·le ~ti~i 'm m .. rnite ·tin regional Jnd indi~nou e>-."Pre~
·1t1m ·m .rnd m the :tyli ·ti sentimenr-ali m that is 3 part of 
p ,, t-muJe-rni m. ln the ('Ulture a.nd ar ·hitecture of the de
,·dopin~ world imibr diversitie,· exi t· .ilong with hi ·tori· 

~ ~ 

ren,.il ,rnd :urYl\"~U ' in ar ·hitecrure goes a kind of tech-
nologic1I e..xpressioni~m signifying ironically that modem 
tnimology i: .1: highly yaJued a ancient tr:idition. In many 
ot the_e Yiew" of .uchitecrure in a cultural conte)...'t the differ
ences between the de,·doping world and the We t become 
tho~e of degree rather rhan kind~ the problems of the Middle 
East being e.s entiaUy tho e of the \X~t but in a heightened 
furm. For this reason a ensici\·e study like this one of 
Chadirii's, which focu e on architectural problems that 
.ire local~ can illuminate as weU architectural problems that 
are uni,·ersal. 

And problems they are problems we must face· but they are 
challenges as well, challenges we can celebrate. For architects 
in our role as critics ther are problems to be openly acknowl
edged and seriously analyse~ but for us in our correspond-
ing and simultaneous role as artists they are challenges to be 
embraced as some of the elemental aesthetic opportunities of 
our time. I think a dichotomy is eloquently expressed in the 
pages of Chaditji's book in the poignant contrast between his 
agonized rationale and his lively work in these vivid manifesta
tions of his role as critic and artist. As architects of our time 
we are here not to suppress our culture, but to express it; per
haps less to soke our rulemmas than to reflect them. We can 
agonize as critics but we must go on as artists. If ours is not the 
glorious fare of a Baroqt1e Bernini creating a unified art within 
a cohesive culture, it can be that of a Mannerist Scarnozzi 
achieving artful works in a mess of a culture. 

r have ,~·ritten elsewhere of how one may proceed
suggesr~ng complexity and contradiction jn the formal and 
~~·mbolic ~anges of architecture, and advocating the aesthetic 
,~eaJs of n~h.ness an~ ~mbiguity o~er unity and clarity-
" here stylistic eclecticism, discordant collage, and precari
ous balance effect an architecture celebrating tension and 
relevance m'er balance and idealism. r have put forward the 

:z.-, 

idea of the decorated shed to accommodate incon~1stent 
architectural elements, technological and ~ymbolic, standard 
and unique, indigenous and foreign. And I havt: recom
mended the use of representation in architecture as a means 
of accommodating elements of historical ornament which 
become, in their perception as signs, not archaeological 
models but essences of the original. These approaches repre
sent some possible answers to the problems-or rather 
challenges-under discussion. 

But my point is, let us architects acknowledge our problems 
and make art of them. Let us accept our fate and celebrate 
our art as beautifully as Rifat Cbadirji has celebrated his. 

Robert Venturi 
April I984 



Part 1

Towards a Regionalized 
International Architecture 
by Rif at Chadirji 

• 

Buildings are made up of one 
or more elements, such as doors, 
windows, walls, columns and 
beams. 
•• 

The Ukbaidhir and the Crystal 
Palace, by R. Chadirji, in 
preparation. 

T
his volume is not a comprehensive survey of my architec
ture. It offers a conceptual approach, concentrating on 

composition, visual concepts and the influences that have 
shaped it over the years. 

A general survey would have to deal not only with tbe com
position of the exteriors of the bui]dings but also \vith the 
delineation of internal spaces and their interrdarionships 
with the concepts related to the visual composition of the 

• specific elements of which they are composed.

The subject matter I am dealing with in this book has been 
limited to certain aspects of architecture, though I believe 
these aspects are of fundamental relevance to my work. 
I have disregarded planning, structure and systems (whid1 

•• l have discussed elsewhere) since treatment of them would
have taken too much space. My intention here is to present
the visual aspect of exteriors as design compositions. �lost
of the illustrations are thus of exteriors and fa�ades. Plans or
illustrations of interiors are presented only occasionally. And
since this is not a comprehensive monograph covering my
entire architectural corpus, only a selection of exteriors and
fa�ades i pre ented .

ln the te..xt each illustration (whether a conceptual -ketch or 
final realization of a building) is juxtaposed with illu ·a,l
tions of one or more of the most important influence on its 
composition. The point of thi - method of presentation i to 
reveal those influence' which were strongt\.t nt the time the 
building was being de igned. 



• 

'/aha Street and Jlm111Mrsmith, 
published in Beirut in 1985. Also 
Tbe Ukhaidhir and the Crystal 
Palace, it1 preparation. 

Needless to say, f am aware that to present any particular 
form, feature or artefact as the leading influence would be to 
underestimate the complexities of the design process. 

Many factors are at work during this process, some of them 
more conspicuous than others. To attempt an authentic cata� 
logue of those influences which are remembered as having 
been the most conspicuous at the time of design would be an 
arduous task, and irrelevant to the aims of the book. There 
would be countless unnecessary repetitions and the choices 
would in any case be distorted by hindsight. I have therefore 
simply selected those influences which now seem to me co be 
the most obvious ones. 

No selection of influences, no matter how careful, will be 
entirely successful in mirroring the forces which were actu
ally at work in the realization of any particular architectural 
concept. For this a number of reasons may be cited; 

Every work is the product of a multitude of teiling influences. 
I have focused attention only on those which I feel, in retro
spect, had the greatest impact on me. 

In some cases the 'influences' were only discovered or photo
graphed by me at a date long after the design was completed. 
Nevertheless, all the examples do represent genuine underly
ing influences. 

It must be remembered that there are factors other than 
buildings or material artefacts, such as literature. music .. and 
other products of everyday existence, the impact of which 
could not well be recorded in such a volume but which may 
nevertheless have been a pervasive influence . 

• I have presented elsewhere the theories which I began to
explain during the early fifties and which I gradually put into
practise in the cour e of the following three decade,. ince
they were the major impetu behind my work, any di cu 10n
of influences must be een in the light of the e theories.
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• 
Nepose i:,i the state of matter after 
it hus been tran.,forrned during 
the process of performance from 
one ro a11othcr physicochcmical 
stat1.:, with the intention of satis
fying a particular requirement 
(8.3). Once this scare of repose of 
matrcr as form is accepted by the 
recipient, then it is again sub
jected to another series of proc
esses of interaction, that is, the 
processes of recipiency (9.1 ). 
These processes fall into two cat
egories: the first is the natural 
environmental action on matter, 
the other is social interaction 
with the artefact. 
•• 

The notion of need is not a sim-
ple direct social necessity, bur 
rather a very complex process of 
conceptualization. This process 
undergoes a metamorphosis into 
three definite stages. The first is 
need, which is the actual need 
of instinct and social necessity. 
Then it may develop into a 
conscious need, and this in turn 
becomes a requirement. The 
latter is followed by a state of 
exigency, which is a conscious 
intention to take action, or the 
intuition which precedes the 
action. Each of these stages is 
subjected, during the process of 
metamorphosis, to a series of 
adaptations and/or interpreta
tions, which might be sound or 
defective. 

This work drew its inspiration from two different sources, 
the combination of which seemed contradictory to col
leagues from both East and West. Firstly, J was determined to 
produce designs which would satisfy the complex needs of a 
contemporary developing urban society, in this case Iraq. 
These designs would be based on my awareness and accept
ance of modern Western aesthetic values and technoJogy as 
part of an international culture and a g]obal economics sys
tem (8.r, 8.2). Secondly, and apparently incompatibly, I was 
determined to refer consciously to regional traditional val
ues, to allow them to influence me, to produce designs that 
were congenial to the values of these ancient and traditional 
cultures and to experiment, with the aim of generating a 
modern regional architecture. 

Long before starting an architectural practise in 19.52, I rec
ognized that architectural form was. nor something static, 
apprehended passiveJy, and able to be described in terms of 
some singuJar underlying morphology.Artefacts, irjs true, 
can and must sometimes be viewed as existing in a final state 
of repose. But to-me it was aho essential to recognfae the 
thr� processes that lead to the realization of an artefacr
intention, performance and recipiency. Unless an artefact is 
comprehended both as a passive object of appraisa] and as 
the product of these three processes which are responsible 
for its realization, our perception of it will remain incom
plete. I_Jiave_ therefure defined architecture as an artefact in a 

• state of repose which manifests itself to us a form.

Form, in this sense, is our concept of the artefact: it exi r
ence as a material entity which occupies pace in a rare of
repose, its substance, it perceived shape, it location in a
definite environment or milieu, and its effect on thi milieu.
Form is thus the end product of a proce s of diale tical inter-

•. action between two oppo ing determin;:int ; man·, needs on 
one hand and his technology on the other. Each determinant 

<.,, 

comprises a number of constituents, variable in entitic�, cor-
relation, and effectivene . Con ·tiruenrs conglomerate ro 
become an integrated totality, a one of the determinant\ 
only during the proce of inter3ction. In other word·, a 
determinant become real and a tive only during tht' verv 
process of its own formation. 

. .. . 
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• 
('y/Jl'111c•t1c 111/t•nnl1on ,., a '>cg· 
n1l'ntcd scqucrH.e of actions of an 
operation, wh<'re almo,t every 
act ion 1s preceded by a direct 
necessa ry co111;1.iou<, dec ision by 
the performer. The purpose of 
each dcw,ion.., to monito r the 
direction, intcn<; ity, and conse
qucn tl y che manner of each 
action, that is, 111 a cybernetic 
operation the ro le of man's 
mood, his state of mind, is para
mount. An analogy will illustrate 
the matter: when a bird is flying, 
mo'>t of the time the coordination 
between the movement of its two 
wings is a synchronized, instinc
tive series of actions, and when a 
man is chewing, the coordination 
between the movement of his jaw 
and the movement of his tongue 
is also synchronized action most 
of the time. But when the same 
bird is hovering, standing still in 
mid-air before landing, the move
ment of its wings is cybernetic 
most of the time, because for 
each movement a decision is nec
essary to monitor a safe landing 
(ro.4). In a similar manner, the 
movement of the hand and arm 
of a carpenter in trimming wood 
by the use of an adze is cyber
netic action, because each move 
is preceded by a necessary con
scious decision. The movement of 
the chisel of a carver is even more 
critical (ro.5 ). 

10 I I 

lor the intention to occur, men must have and be conscious 
of having a need to enclose or shelter some social activity, be 
it material and functional ( ro.,) or spiritual and emoti<Jnal 
( r 0.2). Once the consciousncssi and hence the conc<..-ptuaJiza
tion, of a need hccomcs exigent, man will harness his capa
bility to satisfy this need. This involves the activation of his 
tech no I ogy. 

Technology is the set of methods a society employs to satisfy 
its building requirements. The totality of social technology 
as an activity is the process of performance. In this sense of 
the word, technology involves all of the factors relevant to 

performance, including the availability of materials, their 
physical and chemical properties and any knowledge of 
these properties, the economic and social potential to inter
act with these materials and the set of manipulations to 
which they can be subjected. Performance is then followed 
by recipiency, which is the process of interaction between 
man and artefact for his benefit. 

These processes o f interaction more or less constirute the 
case history of the development of architecrure from the ear
liest times until the present, or, at least, this is its simple for
mulation as I see it. 

While the sequence of the processes of realization remain 
basically the same today, four new factor or force began ro 
revolutionize social needs and social technolog) in the mod

ern era. 

The fir t of these was the emergence of the machine a - an 
agent of production within the equence of prodm .. "'tion proc
e se . The machine, being the fir t ,1nd mo t cffecnve ot tht' 
new force , tran ·formed production rebnon -hip· from a 

• series of cybernetic i11teract1ons ro ._i et of d1 crete oper.1-
tions in which the cybernetic proce · wa often imerrnptt·d 

(10.3). 

l date the beginning of the pre ·cm ar ~hitcctur.11 er.1- the 
modern era - from the .1d.vent ot c.:1 ·t iron ,b a rw.11 >r bmld
ing element in England ,lt the beguuung ot the nint'te nth 

n'ntury. 
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• 
A. pcr(ormC'I' is the 111d1v1dual or 
the grou p of individuals who 
conduct the entire performance 
process. Divi:-ion of labour, 
whenever it docs CXt<it, is socially 
<lctennined. At present, examples 
of performers are: contractor, 
developer, architect, engineer, 
labourer, operator, and others 
with skills necessary for the oper
ation. A recipient, likewise, is the 
individual or the group of indi
viduals who interact with the 
artefact in its state of repose. At 
present, examples of recipients 
arc: developer, user or occupier, 
administrator or client, specta
tor, operator, or other recipiencs. 

•• 
Aesthetic and other values, and 
their canons in the pre-industrial 
era, were more or less coordi
nated and unified for most prod
ucts in any particular culrnre, 
though there could be an articu
lated differentiation of sub-styles 
determined and governed by 
societal divisions such as class, 
clan, trade or creed ( 1 2.4, 1 2 . 5, 
I3 .I). 

t3. 1 

I 2.~ f J 

I li storically 1,peaking, the four factors -althvugh their emer~ 
gcncc wa!> ~omchow concurrent-did not necessarily have an 
equal effect on production. Indeed, the: introduction of the 
mach ine as a mode of production is the most fundamental 
development in the history of production or of architecture 
as an artefact since time immemorial. 

The second factor was the genera] abundance resulting from 
the economic growth made possible by modern machine 
technology. lt quickly became possible to produce and dis
tribute far beyond national and regionaf boundaries, with a 
force that proved overwhelming to tradinonal values, creeds, 
faiths and political values. Abundance and global distribu
tion created the potential for a vast new Yariety of products 

• from which the performer or recipient could select. 

The third force was the standardization of building elements 
and building systems. As a result of economic necessity, com
petitive labour and lucrative markets, franchised production, 
and the universal dissemjnation of knowledge, structures 
and elements became increasingly homogeneous. But it was 
an unorganized and unsystematized homogeneity, hectic 
and restless, directed chiefly by individual self-intere ·t. Dis
seminated universally, it was partly responsible for the lo 
of national and regional character and the desrrucnon o f 
coherent styles that had been characteristic of architecture 
from the earliest times until the emergence of modem 
technology. 

The fourth force made itself felt through international 
media. These exerted a dichotomou influence on ociety. 
On one hand, the standardization and internation~1lization of 
science, art and academic training began to take place. On 

•• the other, ae thetic value became progre-~ ivelr more hetero
geneous (12.1, 12.2, 12.3) . Both the performer and the rc('ipi
ent were now e. posed to ae thetic value. which did not 
ncce arily fall within a unified ~ryle that regulated eYery 
kind of production-whether of architecture, dothing, jewel
krv, furniture or dome. ti· utensil ·-a had been the ·.1 ' t" m 

' 
the past. 
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l "t' St P,mc1.1s 'tJt1011 .md 
Hott'/. I ou,fou. rS6 '- -4. l>" Sir 
~<'·Or l ' ,,lbt>rt. ·cott, 1s .111 t!x,1m

rle o > Ruskm 's (,m.>urite stylt!: 
G otl•1c Rl'Pit'.11. 

1'.l 
:\ 11 c•.,·Jmp/e of tlu Eu ro/1e,m 
Gorl,ic .1rcbitatur.1/ st'vle 
e1cctrd hy R.1pb.1el ts ibe 

Chm ch oi ' t A1111t', A,m..il,erg, 
Germ.my. begun 1499 . 

• 
11 ,,ould he ut-cful rn llh'nti\ln ,It 
1h1 · p()1nt th.1t I ,\m lwre con 
~crned ior tlw most p ,trt w11h 
onh 01w ol the three le cl~ of the 
intt:rrcl.uion._h,p herwecn 111an 
.md :trtd.,ct. Tlu::.e kwls :ire: 
l. 

The individual\ rela tion ro the 
diYi ,on of IJhour during the 
three prncessr · o f realiz,uion of 
the artefact,\\ hich an: the proc
e se of intention, performance, 
and recipiency. (Note here ch.1t 
recipienq doc ' not ncces ari ly 
mean sharing a benehr but 
rather the pr,1ctic.1I experience 
of ,1ctual involvement in the proc
C" CS of re.1li1.arion uch as the 
operation and maintenance of a 
building.) 
2.. 

The individual's relation to the 
distribution of the satisf acrion of 
need a a consequence of the 
realization of the artefact char is . ' , 
his share in the benefit of the 
artefact. 
3. 
The individual 's relation co his 
own participation in rhe processes 
of realization of the artefact; 
that is, man's mood, conscious 
or otherwise, is part of these 
processes which in their totality 
(including man's mood) comprise 
the mode of production. 

•• 
Sir Henry Cole, founder of 
Summerly's Art Manufacrnrers 
and publisher of the journal of 
Design and Manufactures, was 
in a sense the rea l iniriacor of the 
Great Exhibition of 1851 in 
London. 

• •• 
I he report wnttl'l1 by Raphael 
.111d Bnldas.,arr Castip,lio111.: for 
Pope Leo ( 151 ,., s2.1) atlacked 
Gothic an.:h1tccturc a~ bc111g the: 
;1rchitccturc of barbarian 
Germans. 
'The buildi11gs of the time of the 
Goths, ho,.uever. are so wholly 
ivithout grace or a11y style what
soever, they are unlike both 
a11cie11t and 11wdern ... German 
architecture, which i11 many 
places still persists, often used 
cramped and poorly constructed 
small figures for onzament, and 
more still, strange animals, (i.gures 
and Leaves out of all reason, as 
corbels to support a beam.' (15.1 ) 
But this statement does not con
stitute a rejection of a 'live style'. 
It is, rather, a confirmation of the 
generally accepted aesthetic va l
ues prevalent in the intellectual 
milieu of Renaissance culture, 
and was made in support of 
authenticating a live style. 
•• •• 
One could add that Piranesi's 
rejection of Greek architecture 
was made simply to emphasize 
his preferred Roman style. This 
was not a true rejection since 
there was no bifurcation of archi
tectura l canons. Indeed, such a 
split was impossible, because the 
Roman concept of architecture 
embodied a Greek origin. 

I ) . I 

The impact of these new forces-the widespread use of the 
machine, the heterogeneity of the new materials, the loss of a 
coherent and well-defined national style and the dichoto
mous influence of the new international media-threw the 
relationship between the two fundamental determinants of 
architecture, i.e. the needs and the technology of a society, 
into a state of confusion ( q. ,, r 4.2). This in turn introduced 
a fundamental ambiguity into the processes of production, 

• academic training and architectural practise. 

By the middle of the nineteenth century the confusion in the 
•• architectural profession was so great that in r849 Henry 

Cole founded a periodical in London, the Journal of Design 
and Manufactures, the purpose of which was ro help over
come the loss of values in industrial design. For the first time 
in the history of building, man began to reflect on, question 
and debate the forms he was creating. Whole styles were 
blocked and excluded in polemics of unprecedented bitter
ness. In spite of his extraordinary su5ceptibiliry to aesthetic 
values,John Ruskin (14.3 ), for example, felt compelled to 
reject Renaissance architecrure with these words: 

:. Let us cast out utterly whatever is connected with the Greek 
: : Roman or Renaissance architecture, in principle or iu fonn. 

The whole -mess of the architecture founded 011 Greek or 
Roman models is utterly devoid of all life, virtue, honoura
bleness or power of doing good. It is b~1se, unn.1tural. 
unfruitful, une11joyable and impious (14-4, 1+ 5 , . 

Men, whether producer or consumer of arr, lo-t touch with 
their creative power and began to giYe birth to m i -conceived 
architectural form . Often they eemed to ha,·e lo r ~1lto
gether the faculty for ound and r .. 1rional aprreL-ianon and 

evaluation of architecture. 

These four revolutionary factor · expo ed European .ucht
tecture to a shock which it h~1 not yet been .. 1ble to .. 1b.orb. 

incc the middle of the b ·t centun the 1tu..1tion h .. 1 · gr .. 1du-. ~ 

ally deteriorated. Before we plunge into the an:h ttc-cmrc <..)t 
the twentieth century,, e need to give .1 mori.:: e'-.plicH ,1(\ . .-ount 
of the nature of the contr .. 1d1 ·tion between thc- two l.ktt'r
minant poks of architt'(tnre a it nunifcst · it · ,tt un lt'r the 

adverse conditions of our era. 



l • ~ 

r· :,·rt , l)l .. b11ilt III r1't· , •H<l.s ;" 
, , rlltl;, ":sSOIIF'.i, l('.l~ J pub lit 

h,t,$l'lt: s, b,'mt' ll'ltid, I .ul to b<• 
,1' 1.1111~u.i emf\' tu ·nty Jt'.HS 

I. Ur. 

I t>.4 
' :\ sow-r ,ir from \b,ia: Cl rist 

111 pl.1st it md/it•d on rnlow ed 
Sc',lSh·/k' 
1-.1 
i\. uos,:,,u~ 111 Abu OhJbi built iu 
t/,c I -us. 

• 
·rhc C.0!1<..C:pl of 1111hc1lat1C<' ir, 
well illu,trJtcd by John Dewey: 

'W/Je11cver the bond t/Jat !J1nds 
t/Je livi11~ creature to his environ-
ment ts broken, there is nothing 
that holds together the various 
factors ""d ph,1ses of the self. 
Thought, emotion, sense, pur
pose, impulsion fa ll apart, and 
are assigned to different com
part111e11ts of our being, for their 
unity is found in the cooperative 
roles they play m active and 
receptive relations to the envi
l'Onment. Whe11 elernents united 
in experience are separated, the 
resulting aesthetic theory is 
bound to be one-sided.' 
This analysis not on ly illustrates 
the imbalance in the lower strata 
of art production in society, 
where the bulk of building is 
processed without the participa
tion of the architectural profes
sion. lt is also equally valid in 
portraying the imbalance in the 
process of aesthetic conceptual
ization in the haul milieu of the 
professionals themselves. 

16-17 

The interaction between these two poles is a continuous 
cycle of tension and release-tension where there is a new 
need to be sati\ficd, and relea~e when satisfaction is some
how achieved. Tension and release are normally in a state of 
equilibrium. Whenever a requirement expresses itself at one 
pole, a reaction will occur at the other. The normal sequence 
of tension and reaction occurs because both poles are prod
ucts of the same social phenomena. One pole begets the 
other and vice versa. If, however, this fundamental equilib
rium is disturbed, a state of awkwardness and imbalance is 
likely to result. Rarely, if at all, do we find such a situation of 
imbalance in the pre-modern era. Some disturbance of equi
librium is evident during the first century AD in the arch
itecture of Hatra in Iraq and Petra in Jordan, but this was 
exceptional ( 16. r ). The disturbance of equilibrium which 
began to develop in urban England in the mid-nineteenth 
century, on the other hand, went on to spread to most of the 
cities and metropolitan areas of the developed world by the 
end of the First World War (16.2). 

• Imbalance is a state in which the two determinants are no 
longer mutually inclusive and no longer able to resolve their 
tensions on a reciprocal basis. Under normal circumstance 
such a resolution would lead to a tate of natural sati fac
tion. This kind of imbalance began to dominate the scene 
after the First World War and became even more seriou 
after the Second. Eventually it was itself accepted a the 
norm. It ha become not unacceptable for residennal hou -
ing to be pulled down within one or two decades of ir_ erec
tion(16. 3 ). Extensive hou ing development , mi -conceived 
from their inception, are left unoccupied. Urb.:m -ertlemenr 
are abandoned to deterioration, while kir-ch <ut 16.4 and 
superficial architecture (1, .1) are .u:cepred .1 normal. Con
fused by the imbalance between the hmd,1mental determi
nant of the proce c, of production. the .uchirecmr.11 
profc sion, con ciou ·ly or otherwi e, h.1 bp ed inro ,1 condi
tion in which the constitution of it · norm, h,1 · become 

ambiguou . 



18.J 

''" • !. 1 •11 f('( ·1tl• u'trtun I>, l l kfl'Of k. 
,\ I ,sr •. ,,m ,n•,1 , \ ,;oo/, B.1gbdl1d. 

t $. j 
. .\.1l ,1/-R.1it Um,w sity. B.,.~/1d.1d, 
, Q.!..! · 4· f,y ) .. \1. \\ ilso11. 

l ' 
.\ •10 111.1th c .1p.,rtme11t lmildmg. 
Ba:bd,1d. 1 ()-os. 

• 
Just bd"tm: thl' ' <.:1.:ond World 
w.,r, Nih.olJUS Pl'\'~11(.' 1' ~.11d, 
' \\ beu I S,t I t/JL1t 90 fu! rc,•11t of 
Hti11sl, i11dustrit1/ art is deuoid of 
,my in•s1het1t 111<• rit, I ,11111101 

l'.Yaggerc1t111g. · This w,1s Jn 
unprcrrdcntcd situ~uion wh,ch 
.1ppe.us C\'cn more unnatural if 
we consider that England before 
the war wa , culturallv, one of the 
two or rhrcc 1110 t ,llh;anced 
nations. 

•• 
Culturally, lraq was only recently 
(i.e., at the beginning of this ccn
rnry) .1ble to recover from a long, 
tagnanr foreign domination, a 

period of ome six centuries, long 
enough to cause the loss of its 
cultural tatus and continuity. 
Therefore, 1 raq wa more or less 
at the end of a period of progres
sive economic and cul rural dete
rioration caused by inefficient 
military domination and feudal 
and tribal strife. Nevertheless, 
because of its architectural trad i
tions, or what remained of its 
buildings and work conventions 
(18.2), the country was fairly 
responsive to the importation of 
British and European technology 
during a period of some two dec
ades (1918-1936). Of the many 
factors which made this healthy 
state possible, one stands out 
conspicuously and that is rhe 
supply at that time of able crafts
men, particularly bricklayers. 
Their presence generated a sound 
interaction between British archi
tects and the traditional local 

tcdrnolo~y, so .. umc remarkable 
;uehitcc:tur.11 work wai,, achieved 
during this period (18.3). l he !>it
u~nion changed drasti ca lly after 
the Second World War, when 
modern rcc:h no logy became too 
advanced to be compatible with 
rhc cap;:ibiliry of local craft~man
~hip. The local tradition in it~ 
Locality became uneconomic and 
therefore lost its viabi lity. More 
th::111 this, because of the magni
tude of work which had to be 
managed and implemented, the 
gap between the rwo technologies 
widened. These factors and other 
external international factors 
caused the local building tech
nology, in its totality, to collapse 
in the face of th is ava lanche of 
intervention, and with it tradi
tiona l aesthetic values suc
cumbed to some misunderstood 
imported values in art and archi
tecture ( 1 9. 1). 

It was under thc<;c conditions that most of the artefacts and 
architecture of Victorian England were produced. A similar 
state of production quickly spread throughout Europe. Cul
tivation of the cxccl1cncc and beauty of artefacts became: an 
esoteric matter that was the concern of only an elite social 

• minority of artists and art lovers. For the first cime in its his
tory, Western culture was faced with an incongruous and 
radical bifurcation of its aesthetic values, a rift in its very 
foundations (r8. r). Eventually this cultural dilemma was dis
seminated throughout the glohe. This, in my opinion, was 
more or less the situation of architecture in the West by the 
mid-twentieth century. 

• • Let me now turn to my own culture. In the years after the 
First World War, Iraq felt the effects of this dilemma pro
foundly. In spite of its rich architectural tradition and heri
tage, it was not even partially prepared ro absorb Western 
exported aesthetic values and technology, be they the most 
recent or the most dated. This problem had its roots in 
another dilemma, the one posed by the cultural gap between 
existing and incoming cultures. 

-
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fri,iit,• Collci:te, CmrlJridge. tbe 
;n-.n G.iu. ;,,s~ Trtdo,:· 

Eutr.mct• f'ord1. 
.l(). 4 
Cobb.mt Hull. l-:.ent, c. 1 "9-F 
Fli;:-Jbct /J,m Entr.mce {lore/;. 

.!\). \ 

HatfiefJ House, He1tfordshfre, 
I6II:},l(olie.m E11trn11ce Porch. 

Tbc sm1.stik<1 is cm example of a 
form idJicb bec.ame a universal 
S)7nbol, dissemimued to many 
cultures ,it 1•arious times. 
.!. LI 

Decor.itive fret in Ancie11t Greek 
arcbitectu re. 

2 I. 2 

An example of epigrapbic deco
rat1011 in Islamic architecture on 
a fiftee11th-century ,ninaret, 
Her at. Afghanistan. 
2.1.3 

Detail of au antique Chinese vase 
in cloisonmf. 

2.1.4 
Distribution map of the 
swastika. 

• 
Tht' c:xistcn('e of alt<:'rt1~1tivc 
options or even rnmradicto ry 
alternatives in such cases l\ war 
\\'hen inv,,ding cultures introdu~c 
ne·w forins, or the introduction of 
,tltcnl;Hive options by 1rnde -
such ca ' CS acted in the pasr as 
constituents ill t he process of the 

re:Hio n of new fo rms. Such 
interventions, in most cases, 
stimulated creative work, because 
the dichotomy in style or the 
options generated in technology 
,vere rc 'o lved by the capability 
of cultural absorption of the re
cipient culture. Thar is> new forms 
were absorbed by the capabi lity 
of the performer within the 
normal procedures of his conven
tion and trad itions, even if such 
a resolution entai led the inven
tion of a new technology. Hence, 
in this sense a relationship be
tween the receiving performer and 
the intervening forms would 
constitute a state of acquiescence. 
But in our era we are dealing with 
another phenomenon, the fai lure 
o f the perfor mer to absorb wi thin 
rhe capabi lity of his culture a tech
nological intervention . Because 
of the very fact that it is an inter
vention which cannot be resolved, 
it becomes an undigested or mis
understood technology o r style, 
fashion or fad . The possibility of 
the emergence of an inapp rop ri 
ate selection of elements which 
compose the arrefact is the direct 
result of confused performance. 

•• When the di ssemination of form 
is considered, one should bear in 
mind the difference between the 
ch~ir:1ctcristics of form as 11rnuer 
and form as concept. Form as 
111 .irrcr is the state of repoi,c of a 
material intc r:icrion which was 
mediated by man-it is a n actual 
materia l enti ty. Abstracted form, 
on the other h,rnd, or form as 
concept, is a universalized con
ceptualization of form as matter . 
The movement of the first is con
strained by its own material 
enti ty. The other is a concept. Its 
dissemination and interaction 
during and as part of the process 
of performance are not on ly pos
sible but totally unlimited and 
unpredictable, hence the poten
tial of the dissemination of 
form in an unpred ictab le course 
and/or location (21.r, 2.r.2, 
2r.3, 21.4). 

2.0· 2. l 

Until the modern era, the dissemination and export of form 
from one cu lture to another was usually accepted or even 
sought by the recipient culture. The incorporation of foreign 
influences within a local technology would take place more 
or kss unconsciously. A performer was not forced to con
sider which of a number of options to incorporate within 
hi s traditional or conventional technology, because such 
imported interventions were subjected to a ~Jow process of 
trial and error before they were accepted or rejected by tradi
tion. It was a process of cultural osmosis within the capabil
ity of that tradition. In this way the dissemination of form in 
the pre-modern era was almost always accepted uncon
sciously or acquiesced in as a natural development of that 
tradition and culture (20.1, 20.2). 

The dissemination of culture usually became possible only 
when the receiving society was culturally prepared co absorb 

• the new fo rms impinging on it. Nlany factors determine the 
characteristics of such dissemination. I shall refer here to 
only two that are directly relevant to my argument: slo\v 
interaction, which allows the receiving culrure sufficient time 
for adaptation and interpretation; and single origin of the 
imported ingredients, that is, a case in which there is_a pre
existing harmony between the various ingredients ot the 
incoming values and of the technologies, and where, there
fore such a harmony will not constitute a multi-faceted 

,~-•• ;::.~e~:.~~ 
2
:h;~h could overburden the recei,·ing culn:re 

l.1. 3 2 1.4 
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11'ch11ologic1> nrc forced 011 a
rcgio11 in the sc1hc rhat the 
region, iLs culture :rnd politics 
c.innot-nordo d1cy desire: to
remain isolated from the main
stream of international dcvclop
mcnt. But because of its present 
scare, as a culture, it l.:icks the 
capability to ahsorb the avalanche 
of global social and technological 
interventions. Therefore, these 
interventions arc in this sense 
forced on a region, either with the 
full willingness of the recipient 
or as a result of the necessities 
of development (23. L). 

The univcrsalization of methods of production, particularly 
since the first World War, has meant that the designer in an 
affected culture, whether architect or traditional master 
mason, is not merely confronted with a variety of stylistic 
options, technological methods and materials, but is forced 
to choose among them. Modern technology 1s not just the 
only economically viable means to rapid and large-scale 
development; it also carries wjth it all the prestige and 
improved welfare associated with modernization (22.1). 
These are options which the designer cannot ignore or avert 
but must interact with. Like it or not, even outright rejection 
is a form of interaction. 

Many of the choices available to tbe contemporary designer 
are both alien and novel to the extent that they have nor yet 
been tried and tested within his culture. They are not the 
products of social and technological developments indige
nous to the region-they are imports (22.2). Though they 
augur new kinds of production they cannot be absorbed 
immediately; nor have they yet been understood. The 
imported aesthetic and social values, technical knowledge 
and methods have still to be assimilated in a war that har
monizes with the natural social potential of ihe recipient 
culture. 

A culture's natural capacity for absorption depends on three 
components: the state of its existing building technology; 
the state of its technical knowledge both academic and com
mercial; and thirdly, the availability of material , whether 
local or imported, a well as the phy icochemic.1( properties 
of such materials. These three component determine che 
quality of the interaction between the imported technology 
and the recipient culture. 

• It bould be noted that the importation of technologies is
also forced on a region by cxtern3l factor', in p.:uricubr
international politic , glob.11 economic force�·, intern�1rionat
medin, and internationnl fashions pread b) tdc-Yi ·ion.

• 

2.). I 



The current imhalancc.: may continue for many generations 
to come, until hoth the exporting and the importing cultures 
have normalized to some degree or at least until the recipient 

cultures have developed sufficiently to allow themselvc'i to 
absorb the tide of incoming technologies. This situat10n of 
disequilibrium has become characterii;tic of our era, and is 
particularly problematic because the modern deployment of 
trade and dissemination of culture are occurring at a rate 
that far outstrips the current capacity for cultural absorption 
of our societies in the Middle East, which have not partici

pated in the cultural advances of Europe since the 

Renaissance. 

The situation is exacerbated by the ways in which modern 
culture is disseminated. Modern culture derives from a 

variety of multiform sources and is not necessarily homo
geneous. It has its roots in a variety of culrures and method
ologies which were not necessarily compatible and could 
not be readily integrated. This has been the case particu-
larly since the Second World War. Before this war, the cul
tures and the building technologies of the great power , 
England, France and Germany, were highly differentiated. 
Each national or regional culture formed a more or le s inte
grated independent system. With the deployment and fran
chise of production in different localities and region and the 
increasingly international nature of production, there has 
been an attendant loss of regional differentiation. ince tht' 

Second World War, production has become a conglomerate 
of unintegrated technologies lacking a b.1 is I an harmoniou 

and mature complemenrarine of value . 

As we have een, until the mid-nineteenth century the cr..1ft -
man working in a recipient culture wa · confronted b~ .1 

holi ·tic y tem of methodologie and ,alue that ,,ere homo
geneou in char .. 1eter. In princ1pk he could ,1 imibte tr.ut 
large or mall from the imported culture .:md inregr.1tl:' th~·m 
within hi · own (1.+ 1). onfrontat1on with the 1mporccd ·ul
turc wa · therefore ,m act of ,K p.nc:cen ·e. Ther~· \\i.l, only 
one option, one -ulture an lone ·y · tern to ch.1llenge, ,1 -~ pt, 
absorb, enio) or ignore. In lou the coul<l .1lw:n: reh on the 
alrern.uiw re ·ources of rhe ind1gcnom, culture- tr<- tr,Hlition, 

.rnd conH~nmms. 



Cont f10T!1n' rrl'd l ut.- i: th· 
:..1sl t':,. of soutl·en: l :i l· 

• 
Thndorl', .in cl(•sthet1c collt1J1Se 
is ,\ sllu,Hion where a particular 
culture i 110 longer competent 
enough to generate its own aes
thet ic values - it loses its capabil
ity of regeneration. Thb 1s in 
correlation with the canons and 
criteria of its own current, or 
whatever remains thereof, and 
to rhe extent chat these canons 
and criteria a re frustra tcd or 
exhausted and no longer capable 
of generating a healthy interac
tion with incoming extraneous 
aesthetic values (26.2). 

At chis point I wish to observe 
that, instead of 'aesthetic col
lapse', the expression 'aesthetic 
f atiguc' seems more appropriate 
to me. But because 'aesthetic fa
tigue' has been used by A. Goller 
co imply tedium, I have decided 
not to use the expression in 
another sense in this essay. 

•• 
The mode of a culture is the 
manner by which man deals with 
nature and his means of produc
tion for the purpose of satisfying 
his own needs, both material and 
emotional. I have identified three 
modes as far as architecture is 
concerned; other societal activi
ties and expressions need not fol
low the same kinds of modes nor 
be syndromic with chose of 
architecture. 

2.6-2.7 

The modern designer or craftsman, on the other hand, has 
been deprived of his traditional technology because it i~ no 
longer economically viable. His aesthetic values are not 
equipped to satisfy contemporary everyday needs, because 
his everyday life has been transformed and nourished in 
accordance with international standards and his own culture 
is too local and too stagnant. With no definite culture and 
technology of h is own to act as a base from which to receive 
and absorb new influences, he must now choose between 
alternatives which he perceives as undifferentiated and unin
tegrated. His designs must be produced in conditions for 
which he is culturally unprepared. And because he cannor 

• absorb the new input, cultural frustration and aesthetic 
collapse result (26.1). 

The story, however, does not end there. Contemporary archi
tecture cannot be understood if we consider only the current 
relationship between the two determinants of production, as 
we did in the preceding paragraphs. This architecture, pro
duced from the mid-nineteenth century to the present, can
not be satisfactorily understood as just one of many styles in 
an extended range of different historical periods. \'Ve must go 
back in time and reassess the history of architecrure in order 
to locate modern style \.Vithin the overall pectrum of his

torical forms. 

•• Past styles were the result of the first mode of production~ 
which undenvent two phase _ The fir t wa" the a -embly 
phase, which correspond more or Jes to the practise, of 
hunting and gathering societie _ In thi pha era\\ material 
are gathered and used to assemble a building. Reed, and 
branchc are cut and tied to erect a hut, bouldec and roe· 
are elected in their natural hape and thu u 'ed to endo e .1 

habitation. o change are induced in the phy-ical or chen11-
cal propertie, of the raw materi,11 . A highly deYeloped 
example of thi. fir t pha ·e i found in the recd hut ot the 
marsh - of southern Iraq (26., ). 
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• The mcgnlithic ;1rchitccturc o f 
north wcst(.'rn Europl! fro m the 
fourth to the l!l'Cond millennium 
I\C could be consickred a tram,i· 
tory phase. Wherever boulders 
were employed in their natural 
state- for example;, the mega
lithic tombi. in Wales of the cn rl y 
neolithic period (fourth millen
nium BC)- they arc a heritage of 
rhc u:-sembly phase (2.9.1 ). The 
second Stonehenge of the lace 
neolirhic/chalcolichic periods 
(late third millennium s c) is a 
specific early example of the sec
ond phase, because the physical 
shape of the boulders was 
changed by hewing (29.2.) . 

•• 
Tof, a primitive pise de terre, is 
rammed earth moulded into 
blocks without cutting or the use 
of wooden planks. Blocks are 
assembled to form a wall before 
they are sun-dried. If blocks are 
allowed co dry before assemblage 
they are ca lled Leben. Therefore, 
lebe11 is the most primitive form 
of brick. Lacer these blocks were 
developed co be moulded or cut. 
When leben is baked, then it 
becomes tabouq which is, in 
effect, brick. (Tof, leben and 
tabouq are Arabic words.) 

The second phase in the development of the first mode of 
production mu st have begun some ten millennia before the 
birth of Christ. Man started to learn how to change the phys
icochcmical properties of raw materials. The earliest exam
ples of this phase include the ramming of dried earth with 
water to make clay for sun-dried walls or bricks (28.1), the 

• cutting of boulders into more manageable shapes and the 
shearing of lumber to usable dimensions. After the third mil
lennium BC, production in this phase exploded into the crea
tion of two of the greatest achievements of mankind, the 
Zjggurats of Ur and the Egyptian Pyramids (28.2.). Since the 
beginning of the classical era many majestic monuments, 
such as the Parthenon in Athens and Notre Dame in Paris, 
have been created within the context of this mode (28. 3} . 

Although the processing of materials occurs co a far lesser 
extent in the first phase, in both phases man participates 
directly in it. The processing of materials is primarily a func
tion of the natural properties of the materials themselves. 
Man acts as a catalyst or a complementary force in the mak-

•. ing of tof, for example, or the baking of terra cona. the 
weathering of sheared lumber or the setting of concrete. Hi 
actions and the changes they produce in the raw materials 
are interdependent in a process of conrinuou cybernetic 

interaction. 




